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Emily Hjulstrom

From: Vicki Wheaton <vickiwheaton@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, December 02, 2018 7:48 AM
To: BZA Planning
Subject: My comments for the 12/3/18 Public Hearing 

Dear BZA, 
 
The following are my comments regarding ACP’s applications for Variances. I attended both of the recent 
FEMA Discovery Meetings for their Risk MAP Program & I have been involved in insuring the safety of our 
Floodplains for the last 4 years. 
 
The impetus for my interest in our Floodplains started 30 years ago when I first moved to Nelson County. I 
initially lived at the Whitehead home across from Jonesboro Church because we brought our land from Rolland 
Bryant. I ended up being friends with his cousin Tinker Bryant. I had many engaging talks with both Bill 
Whitehead & Tinker. Many of these conversations were about the suffering Nelson & they had endured as the 
result of Hurricane Camille. Tinker made me promise that if anything could ever be done to prevent the loss he 
had experienced for those in the future that I would become involved. He said he was getting old & so as a 
young person he asked me to sign on. I agreed to his terms. 
 
It is with heartfelt compassion that I share the wisdom that I have acquired about Floodplains over the last 30 
years. 
 
Arguments for denying Variances: 
 

1. It would be unprecedented to grant 11+ Variances in our SFHAs. According to FEMA grating a 
Variance in a SFHA is a rare occurrence. This is in light of FEMA’s Minimum Standard. Our Higher 
Standards prohibit Critical Facilities & Hazardous Materials in our SFHAs & take precedence over the 
Minimum Standard therefore rare would be even rarer. I don’t think any pipeline has ever had to ask for 
Variances for Critical Facilities &/or Hazardous Materials...this will be a first. 

2. Buckingham County hired a engineering consulting company (KCI) to review ACP’s documentation for 
No Rise Certificates etc for the 7 Variances they are applying for there & found them to be not to 
industry standards. I suggest someone obtain these reports for you to review. Also, did Nelson ever hire 
a consulting firm & if they did what were their conclusions? There was an article in the Farmville 
Herald recently about KCI’s determinations. I’ll send you a copy of this article in a future e-mail.  

3. The cumulative impacts of the ACP crossing 19 SFHA’s in two adjacent Counties (not to mention all 
the other ones the ACP will cross in WV, VA & NC) is a very valid reason why no action should be 
taken by the BZA until FEMA completes their Risk MAP Assessment for the Middle James-Buffalo, 
Appomattox, Nottoway & Blackwater Watersheds. I’ve yet to determine the number of SFHA’s, besides 
those in Buckingham & Nelson, that will be affected by the ACP in the Middle James-Buffalo, 
Nottoway & Blackwater Watersheds because these Watersheds includes the Counties of Cumberland, 
Prince Edward, Nottoway, Dinwiddie, Brunswick, Greenville, South Hampton & Suffolk. We may not 
know the cumulative impacts of the whole ACP but we’ll certainly know what they’ll be for a large part 
of the ACP in Virginia once the FEMA MAP assessment is complete. 

4. ACP’s No Rise Certificates are based on old data. I was informed by FEMA that new data about Base 
Flood Elevations (BFE) & other specifics about SFHAs are already available to Counties for the asking. 
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ACP should be required to use this new data & wait until FEMA completes their Risk MAP Assessment 
before any Variances are considered.  

5. In FEMA’s Draft Flood Risk Discovery Report for the Middle James- Buffalo Watershed It states the 
following under their Executive Summary: FEMA’s Risk Mapping, Assessment & Planning (Risk 
MAP) program provides communities with flood information to help them understand their current 
flood risk & make informed decisions on actions to become stronger & safer against future risks.” Also 
the following: “(3) identify what areas, critical infrastructure, & other resources could potentially be 
affected during a flood event.” Highlights of this program are: New Light Detection & Ranging 
(LiDAR) data available for this watershed will allow for a dramatic increase in the accuracy of Flood 
Hazard mapping. As I said in my comments in #4 this information is already available to communities 
for the asking. 

6. During FEMA’s recent Discovery Meeting held 11/27/18 Nelson was asked to provide information on 
areas of concern, past risk assessment & mitigation projects, & future risk assessment & mitigation 
needs. Nelson also submitted extensive data that FEMA had requested in a questionnaire prior to the 
meeting whereby FEMA could determine our resources, flood hazards, & mapping & mitigation 
priorities.  

7. The following products could be available to communities at the end of the project: (1) Flood Risk Map: 
Illustrates overall flood risks within the project area by including the outcomes of assessments 
completed during the flood mapping process. This can be used by communities as outreach tools to 
communicate risks to residents more clearly. (2) Flood Risk Database: Provides communities with 
geospatial information collected during the risk assessment process & offers effective ways to visualize 
& communicate flood risks. Four datasets are included. (1) Changes since last Flood Insurance Rate 
Map (FIRM): Highlights how the latest FIRM’s differ from the previous maps to help communities 
understand the changes & prepare for adoption of new maps. (2) Flood Risk Assessment: Focuses on 
damage that results from floods of various magnitudes.identifies flood-prone Areas & vulnerable 
populations & property, & provides an estimate of potential loss. (3) Flood Depth & Analysis Grid: 
Communicates detailed information about the depth & velocity of floodwaters,as well as the probability 
of an area being flooded over time. (4) Area of Mitigation Interest: Explains how various physical 
factors affect the severity of flooding.  

 
The above information ensures communities have information to improve their risk reduction efforts. This 
process & the resulting report & maps serve as the first step toward increasing communities’ resilience to 
flooding. 
 

1. One of the tools FEMA uses is called Orthophotography which is high resolution aerial images that 
combine the visual attributes of an aerial photograph with the spatial accuracy & reliability of a 
plainmetric map. They can also redelineate stream miles where the streams are remapped using more 
detailed topographic data than that used to prepare the effective FIRM. Redelineation is a useful 
technique or updating Flood Hazard information when effective discharge BFRs appear accurate, but the 
SFHS seems inaccurate. Then there’s Total Exposure in Floodplain (TEIF) that analyzes the total 
potential economic loss (exposure) in the SFHA.  

2. Why FEMA is left out of the FERC permitting process is beyond me. FERC should have required a 
FEMA Risk MAP study as part of their required 8 Step Process before they gave their certificate of 
approval to the ACP Project. To my knowledge FERC hasn’t taken the first step in this 8 step process. 
FEMA has always encouraged me to talk to FERC about my Floodplain concerns but I told them this 
was a real joke & therefore they had to find a way to intercede on our behalf. I think this Risk MAP 
Project is their attempt to give us the information we need to stand firm in enforcing out FPO. There’s 
not one Floodplain Manager in the US that would ever go along with such a massive assault on SFHAs, 
especially with the increase in severity & frequency of flooding & Nelson’s history of catastrophic 
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flooding & loss. They would think it outlandish. I think this is basically what KCI told 
Buckingham...don’t approve the Variances as they are not based on sound industry standards. I’ll also be 
sending other points that I shared during the amending of our FPO.  

3. In FEMA’s Middle James-Buffalo Watershed Draft they left out a crucial steam gauge. I feel this could 
have led to incorrect conclusions in their initial assessment of Nelson. It’s the USGS stream gauge near 
the Rockfish Valley Foundation (RVF) in Nellysford. This gauge is near the ACP crossing a SFHA 
involving the RVF. This adds one more SFHAs that ACP is asking for... for a total of 12...not 11. It is 
also the most important crossing of a SFHA. I question why it has been left out of the applications so far 
& I suggest you look into it as a Board. USGS Current Conditions for USGS 0202848938 SPRUCE 
CREEK AT ROUTE 627 NEAR NELLYSFORD, VA - USGS Water Data for 
...https://waterdata.usgs.gov › va › nwis 

4. In FEMA’s publication, “Mitigation Ideas” it suggests conducting cumulative impact analysis for 
multiple development projects within the same watershed. They also suggest obtaining depth grid data 
& using it to illustrate flood risks to citizens (& for sure the BZA) & incorporating digital Floodplain & 
topographic data to GIS systems, in conjunction with Hazus, to assess risk. This publication is extensive 
& should be reviewed by the BZA prior to any action.  

5. Please refer to my prior bullet points for why we should adopt the Higher Standards because they are all 
valid reasons for denying Variances. Especially our Floodplains being more dangerous because of our 
steep slopes, erosion, flash flooding, alluvial fans, high velocity flows & mudslides. As I said I’ll be 
sending these to you shortly. 

6. It’s totally the BZA’s discretion to deny Variances. You have every right to do so & it would be the 
prudent action. Why would we gut our new FPO when we just so painstakingly amended it? If it gets 
preempted down the line better to have the consequences fall on others consciences than our own. Or 
better yet refuse the application based on the lack of legal standing to be requesting them in the first 
place. Let ACP sort it out with the Virginia Courts first. 

 
Legal arguments: 
 

1. According to Virginia law only Owners can apply for Variances. Owning an Easement has never been 
determined to equate to Ownership in Virginia. 

2. There’s also the legal argument that because ACP applied for Variances in Nelson they forfeited their 
right to seek preemption using the NGA. They could have bypassed seeking permits here & just used the 
NGA preemption to begin with. 

 
Thanks for your time & considerations, 
Sincerely,  
Vicki Wheaton  
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